
Building your life around LOVE makes sense. 
 

Love ↔ Link  = Love ↔ MOTIVATION:   

• Love energizes your MOTIVATIONS (M).  • Believe it! 
 
THE TRUTH ABOUT YOUR MOTIVATION:  • Being motivated is a choice.  • True motivation energizes us.  

• It is easier to have motivation when we have purpose.  • Primary motivators are needs, appetites, 
fear(s), coercion, values, purpose, and love.  • Love is the most powerful motivator, because it is 
internal, and can be empowered by (linked to) God’s energies.  •   Fear can be a good or bad 
motivator.  Fear, in the sense of respect for authority, danger, or loss, is a powerful motivator, and 
can be healthy if kept in balance.  • Fear motivation is often misused by family, society, and 
employers.   • Unfortunately, evil can also be a source of motivation.  Only God can correct this 
type of destructive motivation.  • Maslow’s hierarchy of needs motivation ("physiological", 
"safety", "belongingness/love", "esteem", "self-actualization", and "self-transcendence”) is good 
behavioral and developmental psychology.  Love, however, trumps all these, because it is both a 
Life-Motivation and a “direct link” to our Creator’s love.  • While depression can be physical, it is 
often a situational, mental, emotional, and/or spiritual condition that can be overcome by taking 
action and making healthy choices.  • Love energizes your MOTIVATIONS (M).  Believe it!  

 
TAKE ACTION:  Learning that motivation is a choice is a good first step to reenergizing your life.  It does 

not help to wait for others or circumstances to change; we need to learn to “just start moving” 
from “where we are” to “where we want or need to be”.  A good second choice is to write down 
our needs, goals, and even purpose for life.  Once these are written, it is easier to start planning 
and be motivated to take the next steps to achieve those needs, goals, and purpose.  The needed 
“energy” to accomplish them will usually follow fairly quickly.  You can change your beliefs! 

 
LIES:  It is not worth it.  I can’t be motivated or have energy for “doing good”.  Don’t believe them! 

 
 ❶ Make a list of the things that currently “motivate you the most”.  If you cannot think 
of any, include those things which have motivated you in the past.  Be sure to include those 
things which “energized” you!  ❷ Sort your list as to the “type of motivation” each item 
represents.   Start by putting “F” for “Fear” motivators, “L” for “Love” motivators, and “P” 

for “Purposes” in your life that motivate you.  Finally, try adding your own categories!  
❸ Prioritize your list(s) by numbering your strongest motivators.  Next, check () 
those that are most helpful to you in relationships and reaching your goals.  Finally, 
write a plan for improving the motivations you checked.  ❹ Discuss your list with a 
friend to discover if they have observed these, or any other, motivations in your life.  
❺ Consider asking God “how to include caring” in each of your motivations.    
 
HOW & WHY IT WORKS:  • Motivation is a primary source of energy; when we are motivated, energy usually 
follows.  • Our ability to be motivated is a major element of our Life-Motivational-Self; knowing that motivation is 

a choice is important.   • Our motivation is part of God-the-Holy Spirit’s image in our lives, which 
helps us understand that “the most powerful motivation” is a result of our submission to God’s 
will and calling.  • We do not have to please God to be motivated.  God’s love allows us to make 
our own choices.  • Pleasing him with our life’s choices, however, brings the most lasting and 
rewarding energies to our lives.  • MOTIVATION (M) is our God-Image Element® #8.  

Learn to be 
engaged and 

driven by 
caring. 



 


